Product Markings Reference

A: GV, GVHM, MVHM, GV Acetylene, GVT and NGV Series

B: GRPV Series

C: AV Handwheel-Operated Series

D: 5983L, 1206A and 1031 Series

E: NBV Series

F: Date Code Stamping Standard for BV, AV Wrench-Operated, YVBA, PVE3250, YVE, DF, YVA, PVE, PA and RVE Series

NOTE: For European valves, there may be a third line designating Bar pressure rating.

NOTE: Date codes include the last two digits of the year manufactured and two digits to represent the week manufactured. For example, the year is represented as “08” for 2008 or “10” for 2010. For example, the week is represented as “01” for first week of the year manufactured and “10” for tenth week of the year manufactured. In some standards the year comes first, and in some standards the week comes first.